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2013 Workshop, Annual Business Meeting, Congressional
Briefing, And Congressional Office Visits
Members of the AERC Board of Directors and I would like to share
with you our excitement about the success of our annual events in
Washington DC that took place at the end of October 2013. We
tried something a little different from past years in an effort to
solidify the effectiveness of AERC's main mission of
communicating the importance of ecosystem science to Congress.
A big objective in so doing is to encourage Congress to enhance
funding for ecosystem research. This year, we added a "how to"
workshop to our two other usual activities: the congressional briefing and
congressional office visits. This new "triumvirate" of informational and educational
activities was enthusiastically received by all in attendance; almost two-thirds of
whom were graduate students and postdocs! Here is a summary of these three
activities."
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This year, we held a training Workshop on the morning of 23 October from 8:30 to 12:30 at the AIBS offices on
1444 I Street NW in Washington on Communicating Science to the Media and Decision Makers--designed for
graduate students, postdocs, faculty members, and other ecosystem researchers. We held our Annual Business
Meeting in the afternoon on the same day from 1:00 to 4:30 pm at the same venue as the Workshop. The
Congressional Briefing on "The Role of Ecosystem Science in Food Security" was held on the morning of 24
October at the U.S. House of Representative's Rayburn Office Building on Capitol Hill. In the afternoon of 24
October, many individual event participants conceded their time in Washington by visiting with their respective
Congressional delegations on Capitol Hill.
An Evaluation Survey was conducted after the meeting. We received very good suggestions from participants
about how we might go about improving the training experiences for participants of next year’s events. The AERC
Board members want to offer a similar program next year, and we look forward to increasing graduate student
and postdoc participation in the operation of the AERC, particularly our website.

The complete 2013 Annual DC Event evaluation designed and conducted by Ph.D. graduate students and AERC
members and event participants, Susan Cheng (University of Michigan) and Alex Maestre (University of Alabama),
is now available on this website (Evaluation Survey Results - PDF).

Also see:
The president's December 2013 letter (PDF)
Evaluation Survey Results (PDF)
Speaker Bios (PDF)
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Association Of Ecosystem Research Centers Annual Events
In Washington DC
23rd And 24th Of October 2013
Below is a summary of the the 2013 meeting events held in Washington DC.
October 22, 2013

Arrive/overnight in Washington DC (e.g., Hotel
Lombardy)

October 23, 2013

Workshop at the American
Institute of Biological Sciences (coffee/tea
and pastries breakfast - delivered to AIBS)
1444 I Street NW
Washington DC 22101
Annual AERC Business Meeting at AIBS

October 24, 2013

Room available for AERC briefing
Rayburn Office Building
Congressional Briefing
Briefing: “The Role of
Ecosystem Science in Food Security”, and
questions from congressional members and
staffers
Our briefing speakers this year are:
Dr. William Easterling, Professor and Dean,
Pennsylvania State University, Department of
Geography
Dr. Elena Bennett, Associate Professor, McGill
University, Department of Natural Resource
Sciences
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Dr. Dorceta Taylor, Professor, University of
Michigan, School of Natural Resources and
the Environment (AERC member institution)
Meetings with respective congressional
staffs for AERC members if arranged in advance;
or departure from Washington

Also see:
The president's December 2013 letter (PDF)
Evaluation Survey Results (PDF)
Speaker Bios (PDF)
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AERC And AIBS Public Policy Office Sponsored Hands-On
Workshop On:
“How To Communicate Research Findings With The Media
And Congressional Members And Staffers”
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AERC’s annual events in Washington DC kicked off on the Workshop
morning of October 23, 2013 with a very successful
Briefing
workshop conducted by Rob Gropp and Julie Palakovich
Carr of the American Institute of Biological Sciences
Business Meeting
(AIBS) Public Policy Office, and held at AIBS’ offices in
Washington. Rob’s presentation and hands-on exercises
Congressional Office
focused on how to communicate with the media and
Visits
included mock interviews where workshop participants (mainly graduate students)
attempted to use the methods Rob described, together with prepared
Survey and Feedback
statements, to respond to questions from a reporter (Rob) about each person’s
own ecosystem research and what its importance was. During the second half of
Meeting Home Page
the morning, Julie described how to communicate face to face with a
congressional staff person and what methods and techniques can be used to
enhance that communication. For this section of the workshop on how to effectively communicate with decision
makers, participants broke into groups and practiced giving their 2 min “pitches” to each other under the
watchful eyes of former-congressional staffers, Julie and Rob, and those of AERC-member faculty representatives
who have first-hand experience communicating with congressional office staff on Capitol Hill.
There were 22 participants in the workshop (mostly graduate students), who were primarily from AERC member
institutions, but several were from other institutions, which we hope to attract to membership in the future. More
than half of those participating in the workshop applied the coaching they received during visits to their
respective congressional offices the next day.

Workshop Feedback From Survey (Was It Helpful? - 94% Said "Yes", And In What Way?):
“The workshop was well prepared. It was a challenge to prepare the policy one-pager.”

“I felt that Rob and Julie really focused their presentations on very practical, how-to sorts of skills.”
“The simple approach using 3 talking points with 3 transitions between each of them [was very
helpful].”
“I learned how to package my pitch in an explicit and concise manner.”
“Getting personal feedback about how to improve my presentation so it had maximum impact [was
helpful].”
“Learning what to expect in conversations with Congress people [was helpful].”
“There were a lot of gems of information for communicating with the media and with Congress.”
“The workshop was extremely helpful in my Hill meetings. In particular, I liked preparing what I was
going to say based on the communication triangle, and being told that repeating myself would be
helpful. It was also helpful that we were told that the conversation could stray and that we’d have to
steer the attention back to our main message.”
“The way we delivered our message and tried to keep the conversation focused on our message was
learned in the workshop. The workshop also prepared us for what to expect in the Hill meetings
which was helpful and made me feel more at ease about the meetings.”

Also see:
The president's December 2013 letter (PDF)
Evaluation Survey Results (PDF)
Speaker Bios (PDF)
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AERC-Sponsored Congressional Briefing On The Role Of
Ecosystem Science In Food Security
This year’s one-hour congressional briefing was attended by a total of 51 people
from a variety of governmental, non-governmental, academic, and professional
organizations. Staff members from 15 congressional offices participated, 10
House and 5 Senate, with two additional interns from the Senate Agriculture
Committee, two members of USAID, and a representative of the USDA’s National
Institute of Food and Agriculture. Also participating were one to three members
from professional societies (AAAS; Agronomy, Crop and Soil Society; AIBS;
Chinese Academy of Sciences). Graduate students, postdocs, and faculty
members from 10 universities and research institutes from across the U.S., and
one from Canada, rounded out the briefing audience, with most of these coming
from AERC member institutions. After the three briefing presentations, the
speakers responded to numerous excellent questions. Many in the audience
stayed after the formal Q & A to talk with these experts on ecosystem science
and food security.

Click images to enlarge

Association of
Ecosystem Research
Centers' President, Dr.
Jay Arnone, summarizes
the mission of the
organization and

Dr. William Easterling,
Professor of Geography
and Dean of the College
of Earth and Mineral
Sciences at Penn State
University, speaking to

Post-presentation
question and answer
period with the three
invited distinguished
speakers (l to r): Drs.
William Easterling (Penn
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introduces the three
distinguished briefing
speakers. A total of 51
attended the briefing.
Staffers from 15
congressional offices
(10 House and 5
Senate), representatives
of 3 federal agencies, 4
consulting firms, and
graduate students,
postdocs, or faculty
members from 12 AERC
member and nonmember organizations,
along with staff from the
American Institute of
Biological Sciences
Public Policy Office, took
part in the event to
learn about the Role of
Ecosystem Science in
Food Security.

House and Senate
staffers, and other
interested attendees, in
the U.S. House of
Representative Rayburn
Office Building on
October 24, 2013 on
how ecosystem science
helps address challenges
of U.S. and global food
security in the face of
climate change,

State University), Elena
Bennett (McGill
University), and Dorceta
Taylor (University of
Michigan), and
moderator, AERC
President Dr. Jay Arnone
(Desert Research
Institute, far left).

Briefing Speakers
Dr. William Easterling, Professor and Dean, Pennsylvania
State University, Department of Geography
Title: Can the World's Farmers Feed 10 Billion People
While the Climate Changes?
Abstract/Bio (PDF)
Presentation (PPT)

Dr. Elena Bennett, Associate Professor, McGill University,
Department of Natural Resource Sciences
Title: The Role of Ecosystem Science in Managing Food
Security
Abstract/Bio (PDF)
Presentation (PPT)

Dr. Dorceta Taylor, Professor, University of Michigan,
School of Natural Resources and the Environment (AERC
member institution)
Title: Food Insecurity, Health, and Public Policy
Abstract/Bio (PDF)
Presentation handout (PDF)

Congressional Briefing Feedback From Survey (Was The Policy Briefing Helpful? - 100%
Said "Yes")
“It was good to see how prominent scientists present ecosystem research for a general audience.”
“Good to see the level of staffer attendance.”
“I thought it was insightful to see what staffers actually took notes on.”
“It was helpful to hear what questions the staffers asked because it helped me figure out what types
of information intrigued them.”
“I felt like we were making a direct impact on policy.”
“It was very helpful to see how policy briefings are done.”
“I do believe I used a few insights I gained at the briefing later in my Congressional visits.”

Also see:
The president's December 2013 letter (PDF)
Evaluation Survey Results (PDF)
Speaker Bios (PDF)
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2013 Annual Business Meeting
This year, we held our Annual Business Meeting in the afternoon on the same day
from 1:00 to 4:30 pm at the same venue as the Workshop.
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AERC-Sponsored Congressional Office Visits On Capitol Hill
After attending the morning congressional briefing on
the role of ecosystem science in food security on
October 24th, twelve graduate students and faculty
members from seven AERC member institutions visited
their respective House and Senate congressional offices.
There they presented their own briefing statements on
the importance of their own ecosystem research in
addressing policy issues and why funding for ecosystem research needs to be
expanded.

Capitol Hill Congressional Office Visits Feedback From Survey
(50% Of Respondents Took Part; How Did The Meetings Go?)
“Very well. The staff members were very receptive to our messages.”
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“Overall, the meetings went well, and the staffers seemed genuinely
interested in what we had to say.”
“Overall they went well. One staffer started off disinterested, but there was a point where I was able
to get her excited about our meeting by suggesting that she visit our field site.”
“I noticed that the more senior the staffer, the more detail-oriented the questions I was asked about
my research.”
“[The workshop] was useful to start thinking about how to distill the message, but actually going to
the [Hill] meeting[s] with someone [who] had done it before was the most useful part for the Hill
meetings.”

Also see:

The president's December 2013 letter (PDF)
Evaluation Survey Results (PDF)
Speaker Bios (PDF)
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The Evaluation Survey
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The complete 2013 Annual DC Event evaluation designed and conducted by Ph.D.
graduate students and AERC members and event participants, Susan Cheng
(University of Michigan) and Alex Maestre (University of Alabama), is now
available on this website in PDF format (Evaluation
Evaluation Survey Results
Results).

Schedule

Enthusiastic Responses Received From Event Participants

Briefing

All participants responded very enthusiastically to the series of events that the
AERC sponsored this year. Most encouraging to the AERC Board was the
enthusiasm students expressed for how much they gained from participating in
the events and the gratitude they expressed for having the opportunity to
experience first hand - and for the first time - the process of communicating the
importance of ecosystem science to policy makers in addressing real-world
environmental problems.
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Students and postdocs also attended the annual AERC Business Meeting and
embraced the opportunities solicited by the Board to become involved in making
the AERC more effective at accomplishing its mission. The first action they undertook was to design and conduct
a Web-based evaluation survey of participants of this year’s DC events. Their objective here, of course, was to
learn what participants thought of the effectiveness of their experiences and to learn how planners of next year’s
events can improve the experience.

General Comments From Survey And E-Mails:
“Thank you again for everything! I really enjoyed the briefing, and the workshop. I am so glad that
this organization exists, and does so much to get ecological science a voice in policy.”
“I thought the overall experience was great, given the chance, I would do it again. The congressional
visits were also great. The staffers were very receptive to our concerns, and my partner and I learned
a lot from the experience.”

“The AERC events made me want even more to improve my science communication skills, and I plan
to take every opportunity I have to do that. Also, I value more the role we can play as scientists in
policy making, so I'd love to be more involved with AERC and ABIS in any way that I can.”
“It was a pleasure to help, and it was really interesting to see the feedback from the participants [of]
the workshop. Definitely, I [would] like to get more involved with AERC.”
“Thanks for the opportunity to meet you all and interact with staffers. It was truly a great
experience and one that most Ph.D. students don't get.”
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Publish analytics

Summary
1. Which of the following AERC meeting activities did you find beneficial?

Workshop on Science Communication

15

29%

Congressional Briefing

13

25%

Meeting with Members of Congress

11

22%

AERC Business Meeting

12

24%

2. If you were to attend next year's meeting, which of the following activities would you
participate in?

Workshop

12

25%

Congressional Briefing

16

33%

Meeting with Members of Congress

19

40%

Would not attend next year

1

2%

Other

0

0%

3. Would you be interested in attending next year's AERC Business Meeting?

Very Interested

14

74%

I would like to see how the workshop goes and then decide

3

16%

Not Interested

2

11%

4. What was the most beneficial information you obtained during the AERC meeting?

I learned about AERC's mission and history

1

5%

I learned how to speak to media and decision makers

9

45%

I learned how important it is for an ecosystem scientist to be familiar with policy

4

20%

Networking with colleagues and learning what they are doing

6

30%

Other

0

0%

5a. Did you find the first day's communication workshop helpful?
Yes

16

84%

No

1

5%

Did not attend

2

11%

5b. What was helpful about the first day's communication workshop?
They workshop was well prepared. It was a challenge to prepare the policy one pager. It was very helpful
the guidance of AERC senior members

I thought that Rob and Julie really focused their presentations

on very practical, how-to sorts of skills.

It was a fine workshop, but it was much more useful to actually

go do the meetings with someone who had done them before. (students from Virginia went to meetings
with Dave Smith, watching him lead off and conclude the meetings was the most useful part of the
event).

Simple in approach using 3 talking points with 3 transitions between each of them.

Had a

chance to focus on clear messaging and to participate in a mock interview. It was most helpful to sit down
with my partner for the hill meetings and wok out what our strategy was going to be.
package my pitch in a explicit and concise manner.
communicating science to policy makers

I learned how to

Hearing from people with real experience

Learning which terms commonly used in scientific

discussions are not understood by people outside the field. Getting personal feedback about how to
improve my presentation so it had maximum impact. Mock interviews.

Becoming aware of strategies

that journalists use when conducting interviews. Learning how to drive home a message with three
supporting points. Learning what to expect in conversations with congress people.
group work.
skills.

I liked the small

being able to communicate science was good practice. scientists typically lack social

There were a lot of gems of information, for communicating with the media and with congress.

There was a lot of overlap, and great, simple exercises to stay on message.

The three talk points that

Robert provided were very helpful, and scientific funding from Julie was very useful as well. Met up with
researchers in the same field and the interaction are always encouraging!!

What is expected when

communicating with media and policy makers

5c. The time spent developing the policy one-pager and mini presentation for the
communication workshop was:

Worthwhile

5

26%

11

58%

Not worthwhile

0

0%

Other

3

16%

Worthwile, but with additional guidance, I would have prepared a better policy one pager and presentation

5d. What suggestions do you have to improve the usefulness of the communications
workshop?
See below.

arrange longer time to allow people to talk about the mini-talk and one-pager, and more

interaction is need.

More guidance on the focus of the message to give congress people would be

helpful. For example, should the focus be directly related to our ecosystem research or on current
politically relevant ecosystem research. Participants should be encouraged to familiarize themselves with
ecosystem research topics that are currently important in politics.

Provide a guidance document to

suggest how to prepare the policy one pager. I think some of us were surprised that our pager was not
that good.

It would have been helpful to be given the communication triangle worksheet before the

workshop so I could have prepared my mini presentation based on that worksheet and gotten personal
feedback on that.

Give us more instruction for creating the one-pager.

make use of the one-pager and presentation.

There wasn't a lot of time to

I was very much geared up to talking to policy makers for

this workshop and it wasn't clear to me how I should modify the message that I prepared for the policy
makers to the media. We were supposed to practice our 1-3 min talk early on during the media portion,
but it seemed out of place at that time and most folks just introduced themselves and their research. It
came out more like a 30 sec intro. I think the overall workshop could have been improved by the
development of a clear message that would be similar throughout the whole group. We are meeting with
Congress as a group and therefore should have a unified message. It came out later as we got frustrated
what to say, but it should have been introduced early on. "We support sustained funding for biological
research from Congress, especially efforts to improve ecosystem research."

more facilitators available

to cover each group. it was awkward to just begin strategizing with a bunch of strangers.

more time for

people to present and critique 1-pagers and elevator speeches perhaps for this workshop focus entirely on
communication with policy-makers and leave out material about the press?

Spend more time improving

people's presentations and one-pagers.

More time for all participants to go through exercises rather

than just one within the breakout group.

I wish that we had been able to role-play a little more. Perhaps

there was time to do so but not so much willingness on the part of workshop participants. Overall, though,
I thought the workshop was really good.

More detail on how to improve the policy one pager and

presentation, longer, more time to work on communication individually

Only attended the business

meeting, and that by telephone.

6a. Did you find the policy briefing on the 2nd day worthwhile?
Yes

17

89%

No

0

0%

Did not attend

2

11%

6b. If yes, why? If no, what would make it more worthwhile to attend?
I learned a lot about the state of food security in the U.S. Also, I though it was insightful to see what
staffers actually took notes on!

Having three speakers present the same topic from three different

approaches was instructive on how each approach policy.
topic of food scarcity.

It was great to hear different experts on the

It is always great to see perspectives of accomplished scientists.

It's great to

hear more profound talks from the leading scientists in the filed, and the message they bring to the policymakers.

Good to see the level of staffer attendance. However, I felt that the messaging was highly

variable and not really geared toward the audience.

simply an interesting experience and good to have a

chance to speak a bit with attendees and also see what was presented and what was asked about or
otherwise apparently noticed by attendees having the briefing presenters coordinate and cross-reference
their talks could better reinforce points -- know AERC always tries to make this happen -- wish we could
enforce it better

It was good to see how prominent scientists present ecosystem research for a general

audience. The question session at the end of the briefing provided a good networking opportunity.

It was

helpful to hear what questions the staffers asked because it helped me figure out what types of information
intrigue them. This in turn, helped me form my pitch.

It was very helpful to see the kind of information

provided, and the response. I hope to participate in such briefings someday, and it is great to know what is
expected.

It was exciting to see scientists present their work at Congress and see how they developed

an appropriate message for policy makers.
of accomplishment.

felt like we were making a direct impact on policy. feelings

It was very useful to see how policy briefings are done, and learn what aspects of

scientific research need to be communicated to congress

Very relevant topic. Knowledgeable speakers

who communicated useful and important information. Speakers did a fine job answering audience
questions. Legibility and aesthetics of Elena Bennett's slides were excellent and her message was
perhaps the best of the three. But all were good.

I thought the topic was interesting and the speakers

were great

7a. Did you meet with anyone on the Hill?
Yes

10

50%

No

10

50%

7b. If yes, how did the meetings go?
Very well

The meetings were generally positive. Even though some staffers were less sympathetic to

our message they still heard what we had to say and now have a face to connect with issues of research
funding.

N/A

Very well. The staff members were very receptive to our messages.

Overall, the

meetings went well, and the staffers seemed genuinely interested in what we had to say. There was an
apparent difference between republican and democrat offices. In the republican offices, we were told that
everyone needs money, and there unfortunately isn't enough to go around. The democrat staffer we met
with was aware of the importance of ecosystem research, and already advocated for increased funding.
Well.

Overall, we were received well at the meetings. The staffers were respectful and had some

interesting questions and perspectives. We didn't necessarily get much support as our delegates were all
Republican and set on reducing spending, but it seemed like we forced them to consider who it was they
were impacting should they choose science as a place to cut funding. The two of us at the meetings were
well grouped. I work on agriculture and she works on arctic microbes and engineering with funding from
NSF and NASA. We were able to clearly describe the long-term impacts that the shutdown and other
government funding cuts costs scientists and grad students.

n/a

Overall, they went well. One staffer

started off disinterested, but there was a point where I was able to get her excited about our meeting by
suggesting that she visit our field site. I noticed that the more senior the staffer, the more detail-oriented
the questions I was asked about my research.
Excellent

I will plan to meet with Congressional reps next year.

perfect. i had business card ready so now my name is with them. could tell that the

republicans don't care about funding science. democrats were appreciative.

7c. Did the workshop or policy briefing help you with your Hill meetings? If so, which

parts helped?
N/A

I feel the workshop did not directly help the Hill meetings. The workshops gave an excellent

general overview of how to talk to the media or policy makers, but never really nailed down how to apply
that general approach to our particular Congressional visit. The briefing was very interesting and a great
start to the day. I do believe I used a few insights I gained at the briefings later in my Congressional visits.
The workshop was extremely helpful in my Hill meetings. In particular, I liked preparing what I was going
to say based on the communication triangle, and being told that repeating myself would be helpful. It was
also helpful that we were told that the conversation could stray and that we'd have to steer the attention
back to our main message.

n/a

The workshop helped prepare me for the Hill meetings. The major

point of staying on topic and not getting drawn into tangential discussions is important, and easier said
than done.

It was useful to start thinking about how to distill the message, but actually going into the

meeting with someone that had done it before was the most useful part for the Hill meetings
brief scenario before meeting with a total stranger.
for the speech was very useful to stay on point.
experience into a brief but informative pitch.

gave us a

Yes, particularly the workshop. Getting a framework
The workshop helped me boil down my research and

Yes, the way we delivered our message and tried to keep

the conversation focused on our message was learned in the workshop. The workshop also prepared us
for what to expect in the Hill meetings which was helpful and made me feel more at ease about the
meetings.

7d. What improvements could be made to the workshop to help you handle Hill
meetings better?
A slight reorganization of the workshop could be helpful. Advice and suggestions from experts should be
presented at the beginning of the workshop, while the latter part of the workshop is reserved for practicing
conversational skills in different contexts (e.g. Hill, Media, etc). Beginning the workshop with a practice
meeting was not very helpful.

Making sure that students are paired with someone more experienced for

the HIll meetings (I don't know if this was the case or not, but this was the key part for the people in the
Virginia group)

In addition to having a shared message to take to the Hill, I think our info sheets could

have been better prepared for the meetings. We were told at the workshop that one page front and back is
plenty, but there were two of us in the group to the Hill. We each had an info sheet and also had the one
from AERC. I think organizing prior to the meetings to condense those three sheets into one would have
been helpful. We each get a half page or so and then combine the info at the workshop.
in pairs would allow more time to share the speech with the partner

If we were given time to (or asked

before the workshop to) research how our representatives voted on science-related issues.
people to generate a handout and business cards.
in general

n/a

Maybe working
remind

maybe some mock meetings? those are very helpful

Focus more attention on the one-pager. It would be helpful to have a polished product

we can hand to the congressional staffers.

Examples of policy that resulted from research findings

would be helpful to see how was as research scientists can impact policy.

Clarify/emphasize what is

the main message that needs to be conveyed during the Hill meetings, and how to use our research to
support it.

8. If you have any additional suggestions or comments, please feel free to share.
Thank you!

Please let us know how can we can get copies of the presentations

learn more about the Farm Bill.

I would have liked to

I think that the energy and enthusiasm of the student and postdoc

participants in the events was fantastic and should be tapped into. I believe that through their involvement
in assisting and advising the AERC board of directors, and directly working on the Web site, the quality of
the modest services that the AERC provides to the ecosystem and environmental research community
can be greatly enhanced.
AERC!

The workshop and experience on the Hill was great overall! Thank you

great job overall -- thanks!

at the Capitol visit this year!

Thanks very much for the opportunity to work with AERC and AIBS

shorten the business meetings. or have the student focused topics of the

meeting first so that students can leave early and let the seniors talk story.

Number of daily responses

“The Role of Ecosystem Science in Food Security”
Presented by the Association of Ecosystem Research Centers
October 24, 2013
Dr. William Easterling
Dean of the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences
Pennsylvania State University
“Can the World’s Farmers Feed 10 Billion People While the Climate
Changes?”
The rapid rise in agricultural productivity due to technological innovation
and science-based farming methods was one of the great human
achievements of the 20th century. The world’s people now face the
prospects of needing to double agricultural output by the latter third of the
current century to match the growth of demand for food and fibre. That
growth will be driven in part by continued population growth and in part by peoples’ increasing
wealth. There are many challenges to be confronted in the quest for global food security. How
farmers and the agricultural industry deal with climate change will, in large measure, determine
success or failure. The Earth is committed to a certain amount of climate change regardless of
future greenhouse gas emissions trajectories; such will require adaptive responses by plants,
animals, producers, and consumers if society’s goals for global food security are to be met. In
this presentation, I will summarize the major challenges to global food security, dwelling
particularly on the state-of-the science of how climate change may affect our global agricultural
production system. The latest thinking on the combined effects of rising atmospheric CO2
concentration and climate changes on crop productivity across the globe are considered.
Prospects for adaptation in agriculturally important regions are examined. While it appears that
global food production on balance will be adequate to meet demand even with advancing climate
change, it is clear that many parts of the tropics and dry sub-tropics will see yield decreases and
possible loss of comparative advantage. In those regions, increasing numbers of people at risk of
hunger are probable.
Dr. Bill Easterling is Dean of the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences at Penn State
University, where he is also a professor of geography and earth system science. Previously, he
served as the inaugural director of the Penn State Institutes of Energy and the Environment from
2001-2007. Dr. Easterling is an internationally recognized expert on how global warming likely
will affect the Earth's food supply, and was one of the coordinating lead authors of the United
Nation's Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report on the effects of climate change. Dr.
Easterling has authored over 80 refereed scientific publications in the areas of food and climate,
and chaired the National Research Council's Panel on the Human Dimensions of Seasonal-toInterannual Climate Variability. He chaired or served on numerous boards and committees of the
National Science Foundation, National Research Council, the United Nations Foundation,
federal agencies, and industry boards. Easterling is a Fellow of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. Bill Easterling received his Bachelor’s, Master’s, and PhD degrees
from the University of North Carolina.
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“The Role of Ecosystem Science in Managing Food Security”
Agriculture is the largest use of land on the planet—about 38 percent of the
Earth’s terrestrial surface is in cropland or pasture. Despite the large scale
of agriculture systems, one in seven people are not adequately fed.
Agricultural production needs to be increased to reduce hunger and feed a
growing and increasingly wealthy population, but further expansion of
agriculture will have tremendous impacts on water usage, habitats,
biodiversity, carbon storage, and soil conditions. Ecosystem science can help us understand how
to reduce environmental impacts. For example, we know that setting aside even small parcels of
environmentally-sensitive land from agricultural production can help preserve water, soil quality,
and wildlife habitat. Ecosystem science can also help to reduce the impacts of fertilizers,
pesticides, and herbicides while maintaining high yields. In the US, for example, our yields are
near the highest possible for most key crops. It would cost a lot, in both dollars and
environmental damage, to get incrementally better yields here. Finally, ecosystem services can
help understand the impacts of calorie allocation. Globally, 36 percent of all calories produced
on croplands never become food for human consumption, but are instead used for animal feed or
biofuel production. Differences by country are stark: in India less than 10 percent of crop
calories are fed to animals; in China, it’s one-third; and in the U.S. it’s 67 percent. Great Britain,
Italy, Colombia, Ghana, India, and Pakistan are among the 69 countries that feed more people
per hectare of cropland. While these countries may not have higher yields than the U.S., they
direct more of what they grow to people and are therefore able to feed more people per land area
than the U.S. If we used U.S. croplands to grow only crops for direct human consumption, we
could feed more than 1.5 billion people. That means the U.S. alone could feed a staggering 1
billion more people on the calories that do not end up in the food system.
Dr. Elena Bennett is an Associate Professor at McGill University, where she has worked since
2005. Between 2002 and 2005, she was co-leader of the Scenarios Working Group of the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment. She is a Trottier Public Policy Fellow, a Leopold
Leadership Fellow, member of the Global Young Academy, and winner of multiple awards for
teaching at both the undergraduate and graduate level. She is on the editorial boards of Frontiers
in Ecology and Environment, Regional Environmental Change, and Global Food Security. Dr.
Bennett was an invited expert member of the Council of Canadian Academies panel on ‘The
Sustainable Management of Water in Agricultural Landscapes of Canada.’ Her research focuses
on the provision of ecosystem services in agricultural landscapes. She has an MA and PhD from
the University of Wisconsin.
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“Food Insecurity, Health, and Public Policy”
More than 50 million Americans are food insecure; roughly 16 million of
those are children. Race, socioeconomic status, and geographic location
are related to food insecurity. Food security is especially a concern in
urban areas that are food deserts – areas where residents do not have
access to places selling healthy and/or affordable food within a mile of
their homes. Cities such as Chicago, Boston, and Detroit have lost many
of their supermarkets and full-line grocery stores. There are large areas of many cities where
residents purchase their foods from liquor stores, convenience stores, gas stations, and
pharmacies. Researchers have established a clear link between health, well-being, and access to
food. The less access people have to healthy foods, the unhealthier they are. Additionally,
research has found that residents in poor neighborhoods have higher body mass index and eat
less healthy foods than residents of more well-off areas. The presence of supermarkets and fullline grocery stores in neighborhoods is associated with greater consumption of fruits and
vegetables. Such stores are also carry a wider variety of produce and tend to be cheaper than
liquor stores, gas stations, and convenience stores. A major challenge in studying food systems is
to identify vulnerable populations and develop effective policies to enhance food access.
Children in poor neighborhoods are vulnerable on many fronts – not only might there be
inadequate amount of food and poor quality food at home, school lunch programs are at times
unhealthy. The schools they attend tend to be surrounded by fast food and other types of food
outlets that sell highly-processed, unhealthy foods. Understanding more about the food systems
around schools and the policies that might improve things has to be a major imperative in the
short term. Encouraging more supermarkets and full-line grocery stores to locate in inner city
neighborhoods could provide a solution. We have to figure out the right incentive structure to
encourage new stores to locate in cities but also incentives to keep the healthy food outlets
currently operating in them to remain. Another solution is to expand opportunities to participate
in urban agricultural initiatives.
Dr. Dorceta Taylor is a professor of environmental sociology at the University of Michigan and
the coordinator of the Environmental Justice Field of Studies. Dr. Taylor is the Chair of the
American Sociological Association’s Environment and Technology Section and the Program
Director for the Multicultural Environmental Leadership Development Initiative. She is the
author of The Environment and the People in American Cities: 1600s-1900s. Disorder,
Inequality, and Social Change. She has convened several symposia to discuss diversity in the
environmental field. Her research focuses on history of mainstream and environmental justice
ideology and activism, social movements and framing, green jobs, diversity in the environmental
field, urban agriculture, and food justice. Professor Taylor received two doctorates and three
Master’s degrees from Yale University and a Bachelor’s degree from Northeastern Illinois
University.

